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It is a common practice in experimental neuroscience to
assess the statistical significance of spiking activity variations, measured from single or multiple neurons. For
instance, in behavioral experiments, the probability of
an increase in firing rate or correlation strength among
a group of neurons is estimated under the assumption
that an appropriately chosen null-hypothesis were true.
If the probability for observing the experimental results
under the null-hypothesis is small, the results are
deemed statistically significant and the neural activity is
assumed to be functionally related to the task. Thus, it
is also implicitly assumed that the statistically significant
neural activity must have some effect on the network
dynamics. However, this tacit inference is not warranted
a priori. That is, the fact that the recorded neuronal
activity is not a chance event does not necessarily imply
that it will have an impact on local or downstream network activity, particularly when the network is not
homogeneously random. Therefore, any strong, or even
causal association to behavior is not justified either.
We illustrate this largely ignored point by systematically analyzing the responses of 100 simulated spiking
neuron networks, each composed of 10,000 neurons, to
external stimulation. All networks had different topologies, however, the average connectivity parameters were
kept constant. We measured the population activity and
related it to network properties that characterize the
way in which the stimulated neurons are embedded in
their local environment. To estimate the embeddedness
of neurons, we used known metrics from graph theory
such as centrality and k-shell decomposition. Our
results indicate that the impact neuronal events have on
local or downstream network dynamics strongly
depends on the structural embeddedness of participating
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neurons. We discuss potential implications of our findings for the analysis of neuronal activity. We also point
out additional hurdles that need to be overcome in
extracting network function, which go beyond knowledge of the structure and dynamics.
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